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AXIOMATIC REPRESENTATION THEORY FOR FINITE GROUPS 
The purr of this paper * is to give a gener:ri setting for a part of the reprejen- 
tation theory of finite groups, namely the part which includes the theory of vertices 
of modular epresentations f t 1, 121 and of R.Btauer’s defict groups of blocks [ 31. 
In particular we give a gmetd “transfer theorem” (Theorem 2, $4.2) which gener- 
alizes the transfer theorem for modules l* of [ i 4) and DLJohnson’s transfer 
theorem for cohomatogy of finite /groups [ 171. as well as Brauer’s “first main 
theorem” for bfoisbs [3, lOBl N 
For a given finite group G and commutative coefficient ring k, we define ‘“G- 
fufllctors uver k” (8 6 i -3, i 3). Such a CXunctor Aassigns to each subgroup H of 
G a k-algebra AH; to each pair H, K (H S;; K) of subgroups of C; it assigns two k- 
module homomorphisms 
and to each subgroup H, and each element g of G, A also assigns ak-algebra iso- 
morphism Ctr,ll! :AH + AH~ (H = gm* Hg). These maps satisfy certain axioms (see 
5 1.3 aad 0 1.8) which embody some familiar landmarks of character theory. 
Each Gfunctot Adefines a 2anonical fittration” of ideals of the kqlgebras 
AH: if u b a nanempty set of subgroups of H, A,, ,H = c Im ~Q,H {sum over WE 11) 
is an ideal of AN (j$X?), and then the family (A lI,H) (for ai1 It, lf) is the canonical 
filtration an A. In particular, if U is a set of subgroups of G, A is said to be U-pru- 
jec&ifRU ,=A~.Theorern 1 (~3.1)saysthatifAG~Ac=AG,then thcreisa 
unique “defe’ct base”’ of A, which is a set 2 = p(A) of subgroups of G, closed to 
taking su&oups and conjugates in 6;1, such that if U is another such “&+osed” set, 
* The author is glad to thank the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi College. Cambridge. fcx 
their kind qqxxt and hospitality white this pap~t was being written. 
+* Thc#mcm 2 dwl r\crt @ve the Qa&er theor+xn 1 of114) directiy, see §5,2. 
then A is II-projective if and only if 11 12 b * The classical defect base is Brauer’s 
set e of all eicmentary subgroups of G, which is the defect base of the “‘charatter 
ring functor’” on C ( 8 5.1). Other examples correspond to vertkes (5 5 a 53) and 
Qefcct groups of blocks (55.5b). Most of section 3 is concerned with techniques 
for calculating defect bases. 
The transfer t heorcm (Theorem 2) is proved in t3 4.2, and has as corollary (Prop+ 
sition 4.34) a generalized version of the module correspondence in [ 141. 
In section 5 are described examples of G-functors drirwn from the following 
theories: 5 5. I Characters, 85 2 &othendieck rings, 8 5.3 Cohomoh~gy. 5 5.4 K- 
theory, 5 5.5 G-algebras (in the sense of { I S] ). It wilt be evident hat the ideas in 
this paper have existed in special forms for a fang time, e.g. in Tat& rules for caf- 
culating cohamotogy of finite groups ([S] , Chapter XII), the proofs of Roquette 
122 ] and Brauer and Tate [ 41 of Brauer’s “characterization of characters** theorem, 
and Atiyah’s functorial description of character theory in f i 1. T.Y.bm f 181 has 
pverr an axiomatic system which has much in common with ours. 
Notation. Maps and functors are usually on the right, with the corresponding con- 
vent&l r”or writing compul;ites. ff G, H are groups (or modules), N CC means that 
H is a subgroup (or submodufe) of G. If G, N are groups and H <C, (G : w) denotes 
the index of H in G: an H-rrrutsa~s&.~~G is aset, cantaining the unit element of G, 
of representatives of the cosets Hg (g E C); if H, K & G, an (H, K)-w.Mww~o~ G 
is a set, containing the unit element of G. of representatives of the double uosets 
HgK (g E C). If x, g E G, we write xg = g*lxg; if also H < G, we write Hg = gWi Hg. 
* A.Dress 181 h;is anticipated this notion far kG-nodules, see gS.2. 
$1. The subgroup category. G-functon 
We shalt refer to the morph isms of d(G) as C-morphiJms. 
f.2. Let k be a commutative ring with identity element. A k-algebra is ,a pair (P, m), 
where P is a (left, unital) k-module and m : P X P -, P is a k-bilinear multiplicrttion 
an P. We write (clr, #)m = cr$3 (a, /3 E Pj. 
If (P, m), (P, m’) are k-algebras, then a k-rnnp from (P, m) into (f’, m’j is, by 
definitisn, a k-module hom~3motphism 0 : P+ P’; 8 is not assumed to be multi- 
plicative. Let dk be the category whose abjects are all k-algebras, and whose morph- 
rsms MC ail k-maps in the sense just described. 
& has a subcategory &, whose objects are all k-algebras (P. m) “with zero multi- 
pliCation”, Le. for which u-0 J: 0, for all a,/3 in P. The morphisms of wci, arc, as before, 
aI1 k-maps betwe~ such crbjects. Evidently J& can be identified with the usual cate- 
gory of kamadutes and k-maps. 
Notation, if (P, m) is a k-algebra, we make the usual abbreviation and refer to (P, m) 
as Pa The identity map on P is written id(P). 
From n~lw on, we assume that C is finite. 
lkfiiitkm. A G-finctw Aintn SQ, (or a G-jiinctor over k) written A : d(,G) -+d k, 
is a triple A = (A, T, R), wta~re A is a function which assigns to each subgroup H of 
6* a k-algebra AH, and T, R aye functions which assrgn ta each G-morphism n = 
(M g, K) the respective k-maps 
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T(n):AH+AK, R(n):AK-+AH, 
in such a way that the following axioms hold: 
Gl 
G2 
G3 
(A, 7’) : d(G) ‘98k and (A, R) : d(G) *d, aire ordinary functors, 
covariant and contravariant respectively, i.e. if n = (&, g, K), R’ = 
(K, g’, L) ate C-morphisms, then T(an’) = T(n) T(d) and R(nn’) = 
R(d) R(n); also T(f& 1, H) = R(H, 1, H) = id(A&. 
T(H, g, Hg) = R(t#, g-? w) for ail H 4 C, g E E. 
TCH,k,H)=R(~,It-‘,H)=id(A,)foral)H9;C, hEH, 
c4 (Mackey axiom) For al4 subgroups HP AT, L of G such that II <I!, k’ G L 
?Vf,l,L)R(K, l,L)= CR(NnK.g-‘.MnhnrnK,l.li’). 
fir 
where’ r is an (.H, K)-transvlersaf of L c 
(F’robenius axiom) For all&morphisms A = (HI g, K) and for all a E A,, 
PER,, 
Remark (I) Axiom G4 does not depend on the choie of IT For let r(g) = 
R(I-JR n K, g” k if) l@f n K, 1, K). Then it follows from C l( G2, G3, that t(Irgk) = 
t(g), for ait h E & g E L, k E K. Therefore the sum in G4 is not changed if S is; 
changed to another (H, Kj-transversal of L. 
I[ 2) If all the AH are objects of IQ, we may regard A as a G-fwtctor into #/Ik. 
Axiom GS is redundant in this case. 
1 A. We define next two special types of C;-fUnctorse 
D&itibion. A G-functor A : d(C) *sd k is called culhamo&q@~~l if it satisfies the 
Axiom C: 
c For all subgroups k?* K of G such that H <K 
R(H., l,.K)~K,~,H)=(K:H)id(AK). 
Definition. A G-functor A : d(G) + dk is called mtdtipkc~tivs if it satisfies the 
Axiom M: 
M R(n): AJ: -+ AH is a mukipkative k-map (i,e. is a homomorphism of
k-algebra in the usual sense), for aU G-morphisms n = [HI g, K). 
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Remk AH “n;atural” examples of G-functors are multiplicative. For arbitrary G- 
functors, the Frobenius axiom G5 is a partial substitute for multipficativity. 
Proof. By Cl ;md C;-2,7’@) = R[n‘l) = R(njal is a bijective k-map, and so therefore 
isR(n). Le? ~~0 be any efements ofA,, and put Q = T&IT). Then by GS, yfl= 
~~RlWW~-i~R(~~--’ 5 i.e. iv+) R(a) = +yR(n)$R(n). This proves that R(a) is a 
multiplicative isomurphism, as required. 
in this paragraph, k ;fnd 62 3re Qxcd, and so is the Following notation: ,a= 
(~4, T, R), A’ 3 64’. r, R’i, A” = (A’*, T”, R”) denote G&nc~ors into &; !f, K 
denote subgrou& of G, and g an element: af G, 
[l.Sf) 8,3-‘(n) s T(n)@, and R(n)Q = O,R’(n) . 
for 311 G-~~rphism~ R = (H, g, K); i.e. 8 must be a natural map, both of (A, 7‘) into 
(A’, T’), and af (A, R) in@ (A’J?‘). We denote by dk(C) the category whose objects 
are all G-functors A : d(C) + “I,, and with morphisms as just defined.9Rk(G) de- 
notes the subcategory af J+(G) whose objects are all G-functors A: S(G) +“30Tk, and 
with morghirms defined in the same way. Of course, for a morphism 6 = (OH)tia; 
in 9&(c‘), the condition that the 8, be multiplicative is re&ndant. 
If A, A’ are objects of gQk(G), we say that A’ is a subjk~or /irluo~/ of A, and 
write A’ C A [ A’ a;d A] t if A’ satisfies cmditiot\s (, 1 Xa, b, c) below: 
(LSZa) 
(l.52b) 
(lSzc$ 
Far each subpoup H of G, Ah is a k-subaigebra [k-idea\] of AH. 
For each G-nt~rphism n = (H,g,K), AbT@)<A;( and AkR(n)GAi#. 
For estch G-mtarphism n = (H, g, K), T$t), R’(n) are the restrictions of 
7@‘), R(n) to Ah + Ai. AK 3 Ah respectively. 
~0nmf&y, ;uly family A’ = [~&)~a+ oi k-algebras, which satist‘les ( 1 %?a, b), 
defines a unique subfunctot [ideat] A” of A, by taking (1.52~) as definition of the 
functiom TV, R’. 
if A’ is an ideal of A, we define the quotientfunctor A” = A/A’ by s;lying that 
A; = A, /Ab for all subgroups H of G, and that far each G-morphism n = (H, g, K), 
T’(R) and R (n) are given by 
T”(n):a+A;j waT(n)+A;, wEAH, 
and 
respectively. 
Every morphism of (3-functors 0 : A --, A’ has ken& Ker 0, an ideal of A, and 
huge tm 0, a subfunctor of A‘; the definitions of these, and of the “canonical” 
iscumsrphism of G-functors 
arc straightforward. The category${G) has zero objects, namely all “zero G- 
ftsnctors” 0 : d(C) +d,, i.e. G-functors for which A, = OH, 3 zero k-algetm, t%r 
all H. Any zero G-functor belongs to x k. Exact sequences and short exact sequences 
&n be defined in&(G) in the expected way. 
IIf A is an object of M&G), every subfunctor of Ais also an idcat of A. Therefore 
every morphism in IX&S) has both kernel and cokernel;M#) is an Abclian category- 
ifn 5 5.6 we describe certain “r&t ivety free” objects in IQ(G). 
Lt r be a commutative ring with identity element I,, and $ : k -+ r a ring home- 
morphism with IA@ = $. Then # induces a covariant, additive funttot cf, : 7fltk +1A[, 
which takes each k-module P to the t-modute Pm = F t%~ P(r is regarded as left P 
module by Eeft multiplication. and as right k-module ‘by means of 4. See e.g. [S] 
p. 29). We extend 9, to a covariant, additive functor + : 9Qk +dr as follows. if 
P = (P, nt) is a k-algebra with multiplicat,ion m : (a, 0) -+ a*& then (P, m)la, is de- 
fined to be If% mr4), where mB, is the r-bilinear muitipficaticm on pd, obtained 
from the rule 
The action of Ifi on k-maps between (P, m) and (P’, m’) is defined to coincide with 
the action of Q, atready defined on these k-maps, remrded as morphisms in & l 
If A :&‘c) +s$ is a G-functor, then AQI : d(G) 393, is also a G-functorc We 
write A+ = f cs A in contexts where it is not necessary to mention (p, Q, explicitly. 
It is also clear&that the correspondence A-+ A@ = I QB Abetween objects of@&(G) 
and&(C), can be extended to give a covariant fun&r fromdk(G) tos$(G): this 
functor takes a morphism ((Q&~ in&(G) to the morphism (8J@)~gc; in@&(G). 
1.7. Change of gmup 
If G1, G are finite groups and y : G, + G a group homomorphism, then y induces 
a covariant functos 3(r) : 3(G1) -+ 6(G), which takes each subgroup HI of G, to 
the subgroup H, y of G, , and each GI-morphism nt = (HI, 81, KI) to the G-morphism 
nlJ(~)=(H,r,~I~,~lr). If A: d(C)-M~ isaG-functor into& and ifyisa 
monomq~hism, then d(r)pI: &Cl) -+& is a Gt-functor tntodk. The condition 
that y be a monomorphism, isto ensure that (Hl’r n Kt )r =: (HI?)grr n (Kty) for 
any subgroups Ht. Kl of Ga and element g1 of Gi ; this is necessary to make Axiom 
G4 hold for 3(r) A. 
if 7 is a monomorphism, the correspondence A+ cZ(“rv)A can be extended to a 
covariant functar of J&(G) into gQk(G1); this functor takes a morphism (#.$&a 
in 9$(G) to the morphism (Bj~)fl a, in s$(G). 
tn the special case that G, is a su b group of G and y is the inclusion monomorph- 
ism, we write d(r)A= C, A, and ea.!1 this G’l-functor the restriction of A to Ct. 
kt A= (A., T, R) be t G-functor intodk. It is possible to express ah the 
T(n), R(a), far at1 Gomorphisms n, in terms of the’ following special maps. 
maps 
. 
IYMititk f.81. For all subgroups H, K of G such that H E;;; K, andr for alf elements 
g in G, define 
bpodion 1.8%. If A 2: (I!?, g. K) is u G-morphism, then 
In the next propositian, we express the Axioms G 1 -GS in terms of the maps 
TH K, RK H, CM*; this pruvides answ form for the definition of a G-functor. which, 
although &her loqer than the one we gave ii) $$1.3. is often easier to use. 
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0 e 
(0 
It!!) 
TH, K cK.g = cH,gTH&Kg - 
RK,Hcii,g = cK,8KB.Hg * 
c TH,LRL,K = RGf %#Hg,HgnK *HlOnK.K 9 
ifH G L, K G L and r is an (H, K)-trunsverscriuf L. 
&nvemkj,, support* that k-crtgebras AH and k--s TH K : AH + AK, 
R,,, : A K + AH. cH.4: : AN + AHg are given, for a# subgimqs H, K of G such that 
H G K, and all elements g of C, in such a wtay that 1.83(a)-(i) hold, For tech C- 
nwphism n = (H, g, K‘) define T(n), R(n) by 1=82(a), (b) respmthvty+ Then A= 
[A, 7; R) is a G-functor intu & 
Proof. (a), (bj, (cj foilow from 6 1, (d) from G3, (e) and (fs by apply& T and R 
respectively to suitable cases of Proposition 1.11, (g) follows from G4 and C 1, (h) 
from Proposition 3.41e+ and (i) from GS, taking n = (H, 1, K). 
For the converse, the proof consists in verifying that axioms C1 --GS hold, when 
T, R are defined by 1.82, it being iven that conditions (a)--(i) hold. We kave this 
to the reader. 
Pqwsition II .84. Let A = (A, T, R) be QS kfore, und k’et H, K, L be a.&mups of G 
sztchthutHGL,#9,L. ThenforallaEA~~, PEAK, 
where r is m (H, K)-tramwwl of L. 
c =gEr 
= 22 
gEr 
(KH.gRHU?bnK THgnK,K l @) TK,& y (by 1.83@) 
and the proof is completed by observing that rHgnKJ&J E THgm I, z by l~W$,b , 
Remarks. 1 j The condition that A = (A, T, R) be cohomological n be written: 
RH,KTK,H = (K : ffj id&j, for all ~ubgr~~p~li, K of G such &hat H GK. 
2) The condition that A= (A, T, R) be muttipkative is that Rau,H : AK -+ AH be 
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a multiplicative k-map, for all subgroups H, K of G such that H G K. For we know 
that the CH.g are always mukiplicative (Proposition I .4 t or 1.83(h)), for any G- 
functor I$. By 1.82(b), the condition that the lQH be muf tiplica tive then ensures 
that all the R(n) are multiplicative. 
3) Let A : d(C) +s$ be a G-functor, and H a fixed subgroup of @. For any a 
in A, and g in G, write a6 = 6’~~~. If g iies in N(H), the normalizer of H in G, then 
& is in All. Using 1.83(c), (h) we see that this action of IV(H) on AH makes AH 
into a W(H)-module, and if AH has an identity element, ASr is even an N(H) 
dgebm over k in the sense of 1151 p. 138. Moreover H acts trivially on A, by 
r‘ .83(d), so the action of N(H) can be “lifted” to an action of N(H)jH’ on A,. 
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Q 2. The canonical f ibltration on a G -functw 
2.1. We make, in this paragragil, some definitions concerning sets of subgroups of a 
group G. If U, V arc subgroups of H, where H is a given subgroup of G, we write 
U QH V to mean that there exists some h in H such that O* 6 V. Ilf U, 9& are SHS 
of subgroups of H, we write U Csr % to mean that for each U in bB there exists some 
Vin8 such that UgH V;and II=&& ta mean that U <!I @ and $$ g;H U . it is use- 
fut to express these reIat ions QH_ zH in terms of a ‘“cf0slrre operation’” jH as follows, 
We make the &nvention that, from now on, “set of subgroups” shail always 
mean “non-empty set of subgroups*‘. 
Defitition, If OI is a se.t of subgroups of H, defins 
and caH jH tl the jH-&su”e of U. The set u is said to be jH40~4 ifj!{U = 11; thus 
11 isjHciosed if and only if U contains, with any subgroup CrE U, all the subgroups 
of 2 and aIll the conjugates of W in W. 
Definition. Let H, K, L be subgroups of G such that f;l <L, K 6X, and Iet U, $ 
’ be sets of subgroups of H, K respectively. Define 
+ If II ot $ consists of a sin.@ wbgroup, we omit the brackets ( ) from 11 : I, : 8, e.g. WC write 
t.J:t: $insteadof {U):L ~8. 
Notation. If U consists of a single subgroup Cr, we write A I, jf = A CT I/. rather that] . . 
Q.4q.w 
Proof. Each set AuTu H (V 66 Jf) is an ideal of AH by Ax~~rn GS. Therefore A,, Ii 
is an ideal of AH. (a) liolds because 7”‘, H = . id(A& by 1 M(a). From 1.83(a) we’ 
also deduce that 
whenever U G H Q K, and this implies (d). By 1.83(e) we get 
for any WG H and g in G, and this implies (f). Now (g), (h) together give that cb <H Y 
implies A u,H aQ A v,H, for any subgroups U, V of H, at Id (b) follows from this. (c) is 
a direct consequence of Proposition 1.84. Finally (e) fotlc)ws from 1.83( 
3.). Let A : d(G) -+ d” be a fixed G-functor, and (A lf ,H) the Canonical fihration on 
A. tn this paragraph we are concerned only with the part of the family (A 11 H) for 
which H = G; thus &$% will refer to sets of subgroups of C, and we write i ; jc. 
Definition. If I.1 is a set of subgroups of G, we say that A, is U-pn~jectiue if A rr,~ = 
AG; we also say that A i&elf is &projective in this case. 
Lemma 3.11. (a) AG is (G)qwojecf~ve. 
f b) A G is U-projective if and onlv ifit is j&projective. 
(c) If A, is &projective, and if ‘u G 8, then A G is 8pujective. 
(d) If A, 9 AG = A, and ifA G is both kp?c#ecHpe and 8-projective, the?? A, 
is (jtl fl jY5)-projwtir~e. 
Roof. (a) follows from Proposition ?.21(a). From 2.21(h) we deduce that if I! G&B 
then A It I G = A, implies A8,G = A,. and this proves (c). Since \I zG jU, it also 
proves(b). Finally. if the hyptheses of(d) hold, then by 2.21(c) 
so that A, isIl:G:$@-projective. By@) and Proposition 2.1&A, i~Ij~~fij@-pJ~- 
jective. This proves the femnra. 
Definition. Let 2 be a wt of subgroups of G. Then we ay that 2 is a defict base 
for _4,, OJ for the G-functor A, if 
D I : For all U , A G is U -projective if and only if 2 s u , md 
D2: 2 is j-closed. 
Theorem 1. Let A : d(G) -+P$ be a G-functot such thaf A, * AG = AG. Then AG 
has Q unique defect base. 
Qcoof. Let il be the se: of alll i_clased sets M of subgroups of C such that AC; is u- 
projective. TI is not empty, since by 3. t I(a), /b) it contains j (G), the set of a!1 sub- 
groups of G. By 3. I 1(d) and 2. f i(e), the intersection 2 of alI the members of #‘I is 
itself a member of ff. If’2 Gts 11 for some uy then A, is ~-projective, by 3.1 t(c). 
Conversely, if A, is U-projective for csome If. %en jUf II, SO \%ZGjU, i.e. 2 G& 11) 
by 2.1 l(c). Therefore 2 satisfies I)1 , hence IS a defect base for A,. The uniquer,css 
of 2 follows immediately from the definition of defect base. 
Remarks. I) If A, h ?s identity element iG, then the condition Ac + A, = A, is 
satisfied. If U is any set of subgroups of G, then A, is U-projective if and only if 
I, EA ll,G, since AU,G is an ideai ofAG. 
2) Examples can be constructed to show that, for any given &clused set !I af sub- 
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groups of C, there is a G-functor A with U as defect base. However, if A is coholmo- 
logical (5 1.4), then the defect base of A is strongly restricted. 
3.2. The definition and existence of a defect apprise for a G-funct$D,r A (i.e., fw A G) 
depend only on a maEi number of properties uf the farnil? of kje& A l1 ,G of A (; . 
in the next definition we i&ate these properases, sothat u,c shall be able to speak 
of the defect bm of a k-algebra J$ reiative to a “G-family” CM ideals of A. This 
ON~WS US to develop some methods for calcufa3ting defect b;ises. 
Jkfhithn. Ld A be a k-algebra, G a finite group, and d(G) the set of all seis of sub- 
groups of C. Suppose that (Au ) is a filmily ok‘ ideals of A, indexed by \t in S(G). 
which satisfies the fo;Howing conditions, for till U, 8 in 8(G): 
CFI +)=A. 
GF2 11 GG’ 93 implies A ,I c A,. 
Then (A U) is called a G-fumily on A. 
For exwmple, Ihe family (A, c) of A,, wtuere Ac and the A, .(,‘ are defined by 
d C&functsr A, is a G-family on h c. To prove this, we have ody to notice that 
Crmditlons GF1,2,3 are the special cases H = G of the aswrtians of Proposition 
2.2 i(a), (b), (G). 
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(A bl ), if & = A ; we define a defect buse 2 re&Hve to (A U) to be a set %’ af sub- 
groups of G which satisfies conditions analogous to Dl, IX!. The proofs of Lemma 
3.11 and Theorem 1 go over, and we have 
3.3. ln this paragraph and the next, we assume that A is cm associative k-a&bra 
un’rh identityv &men~ I. We write @? instead of ar.4 for the product of elements 
it. fl in A ; rad A denotes the Jxobsan radical of A, and (A *I) a fixed G-family un A. 
Reposition 3.3 1. Let S be a s&algebra + of A. Thept (S n A 11) is a @-fami(Ly on S, 
and Z(A) 2 z(S)- 
Roof. It is trivial that (S n AU ) is a G-family on S. The other assrtiun follows 
from the fact that 9 for any U E e(C), A u = A implies A tl. 1 S = S. 
Roof. (a) IP is trivial that (A ll + I/f) is a G-family on A/l. The other assertion 
follows from the fact that, for any U E 4(C), A u = ,4 implies A u f I/I = A/f. 
(b) h view of (a), it is enough to prove that z(A) !&z(AII) in the present case+ 
Let 11 =z(A,/l). Since A/l is U-projective, 1 + I Eh l1 + l/l9 ix. I + aE A tt for some 
Q in I. But then ar is in rad A. and so 1 + at has an inverse in A. Hence 1 E A 11 , and 
:; herefore A is U-projective. Since U is &closed, ‘z (A ) 5 U , as rcqiuired. This Gum- 
pletes the proof of Proposition 3.32. 
Suptxxse that e is an idempotent in A. The S = dq is a subalgebra ofA ; atm 
cAe n I = eIe, for any i&at I of A. So the G-family on eAe = (J: given by Propsit~on 
3.3 t is @Au e). For any U E S(C), the condition for eAe to be U-projective is that 
e f eA lI e, which is equivalent to the condition e E A lf . 
Proposition 3.33. If i = ep . . . + qt, where i, . . . . ers me idemptents in A, then 
?(A) = e)intl%!(eiAei). 
Roof. Write%+ =%(qAe$, so that by 3.31,X(A) zzj, for ail i. Therefore2 (A) 2 
2 =: U?&. But we have also ei E AZ ., fur all i, by the remark above. Therefore 
I =z ei ExfAr .< A, ?r so that A is’%projective. Since % isj-clowd (Proposition 
2.1 I(e)),Z(A) CT: and this completes the proof of Proposition 3.33. 
Jr We do not mume that 1 ES. 
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&roHary 3.34. If A = A 1 @ . . . @ A, (dkct SUEPI of ideals A i trj d A I, then %(A ) = 
Uk,X (Ail. 
hf. Take ci to be the identity element uf A,, i = li ., . . . . n, and use Proposition 3.33. 
Si1Mx-F Ai = Q&~ for all i, this proves the corollary. 
If e, fare idempotents of A, we shall say that e, f am asscrciated iv A if the right 
A+~dule~ eA, fA are immrphic. Jacobson ([ 161 p. 5 f ) siwuk-s thar e, fare asso- 
ciated in A if and only if there exist ciements x, $ in A such that 
If) cxpx, fye=y, xy=e, yx=f. 
tt foilowa that any idetxf A u of: A which contains C, also cmtains f, and conversely. 
This pmves 
We shall say that an idempotent eof A is completely pP-imdfir,u in A if cAe is 
~~mpletdy primary in the sense of Jacobson [lot. cit. p. 56)) i.e. if eAslrad(eAe) 
is a division algebra e 
fn the next proposition and definition, we shall assume that the Gfamify (A 51) 
sat isfm, fcu aft 1: in 4(C), 
Note that GF4 holds for the G-family (A I1,G) defined on AC by a C-functor A. 
IMiitian. With the notation of Proposition 3.36, we say that B is a &fit*? group 
de, or of eAcr, 
hoof of Proposition 3.36. Let ?$ =%(eAe). Then e E A, “z&Z A,. * and so 
et E G DE 2 eADe. If all the rrA,e were proper ideals of eAe, they would all lie in 
rad(eJae) (see Jambson, 10~. cit., Prop. lO.l), giving the contradiction eE radfeAe). 
So there is some D in !$ for which e E A,. Therefore Ae is @)-projective. hence 
% 5 i 22) . But D E % and -2 is f-closed, so i {D) C_‘z. This comp!etcs the proof, for 
it is clear that It) is determined uniquely up to conj,ugaoy inG by the equation 
!I& j{D). 
In order to apply these results G-functors, we need 
Lemma 3.37. Let A : J(G) -dk be a muldiplicutive G+nctor such that each ulgebm 
A,, is associative. Let e = eG be an idempotent of AC, utid define H = eRG*:” aHd 
A;, = eHAHelf, for all subgroups H of G. Then the fmily c.4 ;i, suti@es ox .!itiuns 
I .52(a),(b) and so defines usubfirtctur A’ of A whose ciinontjrol fdtrwm ik 
hiA lf J&d’ 
Roof. Let H, K be subgroups of G such that H 6 K. Since R, H is multiplicative, 
eH is an idempotent ; since AH is asxxiative, Ah ==: eHAlfeH is’s subalgebra of Ati. 
Also eH = QRK,II so that 
for any Qr in A H. by two applications of axiom GS. Verification of 1.52{b), and that 
&I .H = %%I ,N e N for ail II v W, now present no difficulty. 
Notation. We write eAe for the G-functor A’ described in tgmma 3.33, 
PPopsition 3.38. Let A :d[G) -*,bIk be o multiplicutive C-finctm such thut eylcrh 
uk’gebru AH is associatir?e and has identity element 11~. Let 
( ) 2 *G = el + . . . + en 
00 Z(A)= GZ(eiAei), 
i=51 
(b) If for each i (i = I , . . . , n j ei is completely primrrive in A,, and if Di is P defect 
group Of ei, then 
%(A)= j(D,, . . . . DR) . 
hf. (a) foifows directly from 3.37,3.33 and 3.35. in (b), the exisknce of the 
defect groupsDi comes from 3.36, and the last equation is from (a), and the fact 
that lJy=, j{Di] =j(Dt. . . . . Dn ). 
Remarks 1) tf e+ ei’ are associated, then WC can t&e Dj f: Qj in (b). 2) if’..4, S&s- 
fies the minirnum condition for right ideals (and in particular, if Ac is finitedimen- 
sionat over a field k) then there alway exists a decomposition (2) in which ail the 
ei are completely primitive in A G. See alsu $j 4.3. 
’ 3.4. Let. A be an associative k-algebra with identity element 1, and (A u) a G-family 
an A. We show in this paragraph that, if k is a Noctherian domain of finite dimension, 
it is possible to reduce the problem of calculating %A) !:o the case where k is a field; 
this is done by the us~ai arithmetic “localization”. If n is also finitely generated as 
k-module, this means that we can reduce to the case where A is a finite-dimensional 
algebra over a field, and then apply the methods of $3.3 “ro “locaiize” stilt further, 
to the caw of a mmpleteiy primary algebra t.?Ae (i.e. e completely primitive In’A). 
For the monxnt let k be any commutative ring with identity 1,. Let r, ct, : k + I 
be as given in @j 1.6, and let 10 :gQk “d, be the functor described there. In contexts 
where it is ncrt necessary to mention #, Cs explicitly, wk write PS = rQPk P, for any 
k-algebra P. 
far some aLc in A ii . But siwx r is the direct sum of the k-modules ‘rk, therefore 
r@& AU is the direct sum of the P ek AU . Comparing the coefficients of rO in ( 1). 
we find I =Z a0 E A u. Hence A is & -projective, and since U is ixlosed, this gives 
S&A ) 5 U v and Prop& iun 3.4 I is proved. 
Reti Propos;ition 3.41(b) shows that if P is an extension field of a field k, then 
%(A) =%@@a A). 
bp&ion 3.92. Let A, (A u) &T dtlr &$OIV~ and usume thut k is m integml dmwin 
Le! K be the Fgid of fnrccris~~ of k. Then 
(a)+Jf @a= %(Ka& A), theree;KistsvEk, v#O,such thotul EAEO. 
(b)lf k is Nuetherim, and if+,, . ..* pm me the minimal prime ideals b&mgin,g to 
tire princfpal i&wl (v) in k, then 
%(A) =a0 ua, U 0-q U%‘m , , 
Since tb + 0, each af the prime ideals pi is non-ZRX~. So if the dimension dim k 
(gee (21 Chapter f 1) is 1Q 1, e&t pi is maximal, and k/iJj is 8 field. This happens, 
in part icutar, if k is a Dedekind omain. More generally we have 
Roof. This is by induction on d = dim k. For d = 0 (i.e. i% a field) and d = 1 I tire 
statement is true, as w have seen. Suppose then d > 1 arnd the statement proved 
fur dimensions < d. Since u * 0 (u the element appearing in Prop&km X42), the 
pi all have “height I *‘, i.e. each k/pi is a Noetherian domain of dimension d -- 1 
@&Ii’s principal ideal theorem, 12 J p. IX). By induction hypothesis, there exists 
for each i = 1 q . ..* m a finite index set Nit and for each &A$ a field K, and a ring- 
homomorphism @,,i : k/pi + K,* such that 
TakeN to be the union of the sets (01, N, v . . . . A&, uvhich we may assum disjoint. 
For v = 0, we define KI, = K and #, : k -+ K, the inclusion. For vE Ni, define K, as 
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where we have indicated explicitly the maps used to make the tensor products. Using 
these natural isotnorphisms, we get the assertion af Proposition 3.43 by combining 
(2) with Proposition 3.42(b). 
Proposit:ans 3.41) 3.42,3.43 have immediate applications to G-functors. If 
A: &C) -VJ$ is a Gfunetor with canonicat fiftration (A 11 II), tkcn the G-functor 
r @$ A : d(G) --cd, has cauonic;tl fittrat ian (,I 44; A tt ,&; sd, for example, WC deduce 
fram 3.41(a) that 2i.A) z$(r@k A). We ieavc to the reader the task sf writing o;lt 
~orres~nding versions of 3.41(bj, 3.42,3.43, , . 
3.5. hljecrittif+~ 
Cn this paragr;lph A : d(C) -+dk IS a fixed G-functor, such that A, has identity 
ehxtmt I,. The ne-xt definiGon gives a partial dual ta that of projectivity ($3.1). 
De,‘inition. If kt is a Sfst of subgroups of G, we say that AG is ll-itzjecriue if the map 
RG, tl : Q w @ a&, w is injecrivc. Here RG F t4 is a map of AG into the external direct 
sum “&FE if A&L 
I4cmf. This is m easy exercise for the reader. 
The next Pruposition displays the duality of injectivity and projectivity very 
clearly. 
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(b) IfAL isqj-pjective, und ifOv : At? + A ir is surjective for all V E 8, then 
(SC; : A,, 3 Ai; is subjective. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that 0, is injective. for ali U E U ; suppose atso that Q E Ker 8,. 
Then a,& .8, = a&$~ u = 0, hence a& u = 0, for all U E II. Because A, is 
il-inject i&, this implies Q i 0. Therefore 8, ‘is an inject& map. 
(b) Suppose that 8 bf is surjective, for all VE@; suppose also that @ E Abe Since 
A; is&projective, there exists &E A; ( V f %) swh that fl= C &Jb G. There 
exists, for each V E 8, an element ~lv E A 1” suc.h that /3v = Q 8 fr ( V E’Q). There- 
fsre fl= E a@ +_Jb,c =(G avTv,~)t?~ E lm@~ This proves that 8, is surjeetive. 
Roof. 9, is injective by Proposition 3253(a). Therefore we have only to prwe that 
8, is surjective, and by Proposilion 3.53(b) this will follow if we show that Ai; is 
8-projective. Since AG &&projective, I c = C CQ+ G for some c+ E A tr ( V f 8). 
Apply 6~ to this equation. We get i b = 43 ayTy ~0; = C @Al v9Tb c, and the 
last element is in A& ,G. Therefore A& is 8-proje&ive, and the coroHa;y is proved, 
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8 4. The transfer theorem 
4.1. In 84.2 we shall prove bhe “transfer theorem” (Theorem 2) which shows how, 
for any I;‘-furtctor A, and for a given subgroup H of G, the maps TH,G, KG,H induce 
maps which are “nearly” isomorphisms of k-algebras, between certain quotients of 
the filtration ideals in AH and A,. There are no restrictions on A: in particular we 
do not need the hypothesisAG+G = A G of Theorem t . Thus Theorem 2 applies 
when A is a G-functor into I,. However our main applications ( $4.3) are signifi- 
cant only when the muitipkation in that algebras Atj, A, is non-trivial. 
bbr ths rest af th.k section, A: 3(G) -+ ZY?, is a fixed G-functor, and D. Mare 
subgroups of G with 6) G H. Let 
Thus ,t’ is a set of subgroups of 0, and ?FJ is a set of subgroups of H. 
hof.Since~EAQH =A$,., there exists some LY E A, for which p = QII’~,~~. 
Then &fH,G = a?“,&, so by A>;iom G4 
where r 1s a (D, I&transversal of G. The term g = 1 in this sum is aTg H = j3, and I 
the sum )I, of the remaining terms lies in 
hf. By 2+21(e), AD,GRG,H G AD~G~H,~~~ and the last term can be written as 
c ~G,H AQgnH,H =AQ,H ’ A”mH ’ 
since fipr g in H, A,gnlf,H = ADg,H = A~,H. 
Proof. Suppose X E ,t’, so that X = W n D for some g in G \ H. If now x is any 
element of G, then at least one of gx, x lies in G \ H, hence XX n H = l)rrx n F n H 
is contained in 3 member of’& Therefore ,x : G : If &H+o 9and the lemma fdlows 
from 221(e),(b). 
Proof. Suppose Y EB, so that Y = W nH for someg in G \M. If now h is any 
element of H, then gh - t lies in G \ N. Hence Qh n Y G& D f7 LB@- ’ E .g, and the 
first assertion of the lemma follows from 2.21(c), [b). The second assertion is proved 
similarly. 
4.2. Since cc’ is a set of subgroups of D, and s $$, 
A, ,if QAD,, “Aq,.H ’ 
by 2.21(h). Write Q = AD,li f7 Ad,H and let 
q : AD,H~A .t’ ,H -+ AivdQ 
by the suq\ectivc k-map induced by the inclusion A, ,N < Q just mentioned. Let 
be the natural isomorphism. Both q, s arc, of course, nzultiplicatiw k-maps. 
(i) TH,c induces a surjective k-map 
and RGeH induces a swjmtive k-map 
(43) rrs=q. 
( ii) t, r are both multiplicative, I: e. &wy are both epimo~hisms of kdgebras in 
the usuu! sense. 
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hence x0-s = fi + c) 2 xy. This prrtves (4.2 1). Since s is hijective. tr = qd is surlective, 
hence r is surjective. This com~4ctes the ;Jroof of (il. 
fii) Let fl&ZAarr. By 4.1 i, 4.14, 
Apply T~[,G to bnth sides of this, and use Axiom C;S. We get 
Thi$ shows that f is multiplicative. Now usirtg Lemms 4.1 I. with #I of that lemma 
repiaced by fl= 0’. 0, 0 in turn, we find 
On the other hand, if we apply &, to ( 1) and use Lemma 4.13, 
NOW let 7, y’ be any two eJements ~f+,~. There exist & 0’ in A,,J, such that 
7 = PTII.G* 7’ = fl’Tl,*, * Putting these into the cungruences just found gives 
It ft~llows that t is multiplicative. 
(iii) Eq. (4.2 I ) implies that Ker t G Ker y, and by the definition of q, Ker (I = 
Q/AZ ti. The remairung statements of (iii) follow from Lemma 4.14. 
(ivj Suppose that y CZ Ker r, and that x is any element of A, !{/A t‘ tl such that 
xt ” y. By (4.21), xq = xtr~ = yrs = 0, i.e. x E Q,/d _, ,H. Thercfok Ke; ; < ( 3 .Il)f* 
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The other statements of(iv) follow from (iii) and tile fact that t is surjective. 
Rentnrks. I) It-Q = A,t ,fr l then by (iii). (iv) both t, r NC isotnotphisrns - - as also is 
y, trivially. In particular this happens if D is a Syiuw p-subgroup of<; (fiw sww 
pri;nc !P) and N = h’,;(D). FCN in this USC .% ~‘$1. 
2) IUnless H 2 X,(D), D is a member of .t’? and AD,,, = A C2 ,H, A,,C; = A St ,C;Q 
so rlhat the statements of Theorem 2 are all trivial, For this reason. nothing of value 
is lost if we 3Wme that ft 2 iv,, ID). 
3) The maps I, r and q are at1 ‘Lnear-iSOtnOrpflistnSII; where we say that a muit i- 
piicatlvc Cpimorphism 0 : A --* 8 (A, B I&algebras) isa near~isomorphism if 
/I l Kcr 0 = Ker 0 - d = 0. For the applications in 54.3, such maps are “as good as” 
i.somorp!Gsms, by the following lemma. 
Roof. (a) is an elementary conseyuen~c of the faot that for any 4 E A r tr E Ker 0. 
we have (a + n+ = u? We leave the details to the reader. {b) See Remark 3, 44.3, 
below. (0) This follows from [ ibj, p_ 53, Prop. 1 and the fact that Ker 8 G radd. 
4.3. In this paragraph we apply Theorem 2 to a G-knctor A : d(G) -+.dk whic*h 
satisfies the following. 
where& . ..e f,, are mutually orthogonal idemptents which are completely 
primitive in AHa 
Retnurks. 1 j The last condition is assured if A, is finitely-generated ask-module, 
and if k is a complete local principal ideaf domain. 
2) Let A be any associative k-algebra with identity element 1 whxh admits a 
primitive decomposition 1 =fi + . . . +& in A. It is shown in [ 16) pp. 58,59, that 
the Krull-Schmidt Theorem holds in the form: if 1 = fi + . . . + f;t is another primitive 
Cl, I, = “1 + . . . + et1 . 
..’ 
Arranging notation so thut this i = 0, we harf* 
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(b) The cowespnndence 
Proof. (a) Since W >rV,(D~, all the members of X are ‘proper subgroups 9f D. 
Therefore if jE.$, eI EAD,G and ej & A2~~G,and soei+ A,,, is a non-zero, hence 
ptimit#ve, idempotent of AD,G,/A 3 ,G. The map r of Theorem 2 takes 
ej + Ax,c +ejRGrN + A$, H = c . ‘ (fji +Ay,Jf) l
EKj ’ 
Theorem 2 gives trs = y, and, by Lemma 4.--, 3” that t, r, s, q all induce bijestions on 
idempjtents, Since q takesG,O + Af ,H +fi,O + Q, we deduce that t takesfi.0 + 
A,,, “q + A x G, which is equivalent to (8). To complete the proof of ( 11, we 
must show tha; b i Q =H D. We already know that Di o $, D. IfDi o frt D, we catst 
take L)i,o =D* Cd. ThenG,O E AD*,ll, so that G,&,,c E AD~~~H.c =AD~.G, 
;dnd then by (g), ej E A,.., + Ax ,G = A igel u x J. But then Lemma 4.22 givs 
the contradiction that D = Di Gl, U, where U = D* or U E S. 
(b) In view of (a), we have only to show that if Di i QH D, for some j EJ, i E Ki, 
’ then j @JIf This follows from Lemma 4.35, below. 
* In this application of Lemma 4.3 2, H takes the place of G. 
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(c) Since t is a near-isomorphism, Lemma 4.22(c) and equation (8) show that 
e,- t A x G, ek t A F G are rrS;sociated in AD,c+I r ,c; if and only if_!;,, + A x ,H, 
fk,O + kf H are associated inA &ACt ,N. Thus it is enough to prove that if c’, f
are compI&ely primitive idempotents in an algebra A ; both lying inside an ideal I 
of A, and both outside an ideal S of A, S G I, then e,f are associated in A if and 
only if e t S, f t S are associated in i/S. We may assume J f A, Since lacobson’s 
conditions 3.3( 1) imply that the x, _r which occur there must be in I. Evidentty, 
if e, f are associated in A, then e + S, f + s are associated in A/S. Suppose con- 
versely that e + S, f+ S are associated in d/S, so thalt x, y exist in A swh that 
3.3(l) hold mod S. As in the proof of [ 161 Prop. 1, p. 53, we may assume that 
exf=x and fve =y. Now xy = e t s for some s in 5’ fi eAe. But S fl e& ti a 
proper ideal of erAe, since e $ S, hence lies in rad (de), which is contained in 
rad A. Similarly, JJX = f + t for 1 in rad ( fAf) G rad A. Now the argument in tfte 
proof of [ 161 Prop< I, p. 53, shows that e, f are associated in A. 
Proof. From (4) we have 
NowefEAD 
f;.,ifAD,H- 
G .so that ejRG,H EdDj:G:H.H by i?a2i(C)A By as!NmptkM’t, 
f’l”herefore 2.2 l(c) gives 
4.i EADI:G:H.H’AD.H G AU ,H 7 
wherell=(Di:G:M:H:D=I(~~H~ngIg~G,~~H~. 
By Lemma 4.32 this implies that D = Dj,i <H Df" 61 D, for some 8 E G‘, h E fl. But 
Dfh nD+-Djt hence DGGDj. 
Remarks. ( 1) Lemma 4.35 makes possible a sharpening of the statement of’ KM(b); 
the correspondence (9) will give a bijection between the D-sections of (I), (5) respec- 
tively, if D is maximal among the defect groups Dj(i Es), i.e. if there exists no 
jEJ such that Di >c D. 
(2) In general, there may well exist i EJ?, ‘EKi such that D/ j =H D. Then ff,i 
must lie in AD,+ andfi i + A, H is a primitive idemptent af db H/AT H* There- 
fore t lIUpSh2i + A x ,N io a prikitive idemputent ofAn &/Ax &but this need not 
’ ’ be arty of the idemrpottints ek + A x # E Jo j. 
$5. Examples 
I:I these examples Ir’ is 8 given finite group. We use the notation of 5 1.8, and 
de\ ,ne each G-functar A= (cl, T, R) in terms of the maps TH,K, JF~,~, CH,g PI, h’ 
are always subgroups of G, W 9; K; R is an element of C. The verifications of the 
Conditions 133(a)+(i) are not given. Z, Q and C denote the rings of rational integers, 
rational numbers, and complex numbers respectively. We observe that all the G- 
funcfors in $ $5.1~-5.S are mui~i@ieuri~~_ 
We define the C~Q~QCMI= &g$unrl~r on G’ to be the following Gfunctor 
A : d(C) -+d~ : tkr each H, A, is the character ring (ring of generalized characters, 
16) p. 272) ofi’f; 7-H k’ maps tt/ EAH to the induced character I$” ERA-; RK,lf 
maps x E AK to its r&riction xH 
&VER 
= ~1, EAH; C+H,R maps $ ERH to the character 
NS defined by v(u) = (JJ~* ’ ) (u G HRl . Conditic;ns,l.g3( a)_( ij fo!low from 
well-known theorems (see 161 cha/ltcr Vt). 
The defect hase%&k) is the set @ of att elementary subgroups ( 161 p. 284) of G: 
this is a classical theorem + csf R. Brauer. The methods given in $j §3.3,3.4 for cal- 
culating defect bases for general Gfunctors are based on the proofs of Roquette 
[ 22) and buer and ‘Fate 141, and it is therefore not surprising that these ingrc- 
dients can ~NZ reassembled, and in everal ways, to prove that X(A) ~(4 when A is 
the character ring functor on G. We sketch one such proof here. 
Artin’s theorem 16) p_ 279, shows that 
where G is the set of ail cyclic subgroups of G. Therefore 0 2 2 (KO @ A) = 
2(Ko a$ A G’ )* where KO = 6, 1 the rational field, But if 11 EZ g(G) and RO 43 A is \I- 
projec-tive, then it is U-injective (3.5 I)? and this is easily seen to imply ic; 1lzcS. 
Therefore %(k’* GQ AG) = (J .*+ Now ( I) shows that we may take v = 1 C; 1 in Pro- 
position 3.42(a), and so from 3.42(b) we deduce 
where /q, .<. , pm are the prime divisors of 1 Gt , and Ki = Z/@,) (i = 1, . . . . m). By 
3.41(b) we can replace ach Kj in (2) by its algebraic losure Ri. Take fixed 
iE { I, .*., m 1, and write p = pi. I.& { Cp.* D uE A$ ) (A\ is an index set) be the 
* See f6 1 chapter VI: far iiter;lturc on this and other “inductios theorems”. The usu& ptguf 
of Brawet’s. theorem proves onfy thsrt A is @-projective, Le. T -- Q(A). But it hirs been known 
for a long time that ti = ‘L: [A) (we e.g. 1 to] ). 
** This c&d be proved directly by using Praposition 3.4 l(b) to rep&e Kg by the complex 
field. 
set of the p-regular classes of G. For each u E A$, let S ,y be the “p-superclass” 
(Roquette 122)  consisting of all g in G whose y-regu P ar part lies in G,,,. Then 
& @ A G can be identified with the algebra of all functions from G into Ri which ._~ 
are constant on each p-superclass .QJv E A$). Hence 1 E A@ A, has primitive 
decomposition I = C,, y. cp+, where ePIV is the idcmpotent function which takes 
~slue i on SP,P and zero butside SP, &,” The classical argument of Rrauer ( [ii] 940) 
can be adapted to prove that each defect ~IVU~ ($3.3) of eP,y has the form 
D#j ,, = (x , P”, *), where xP, y E GP, V and P’, y is a Syiow p-subgroup uf CC$xP, ,, ). 
Thkn 3.3fGves 
Now we put this into (2), for i = 1, . . . . m, and obtain 
Let t be a commutative ring, and I! a fixed subgroup of G. Lam and Reiner 
[ 19, 20, 2 11 defint! the rehhv Chtkend~eck ring b;f(‘G,H) to be the Abel ian group 
generated by symbols [M] , one for each G-isomorphism class of (right, unitaX, 
finitely-generated) G-modules, with defining relations IL] .- IM] f [/VI = 0 for 
every short exact sequence 0 -+ I. -+ M + ;v’ 3 0 of *-modules which is rH-spli t . 
Multiplication is defined from (I,] IM] = [L @F Mj in the usual way. 
Now let Y be a fixed rt~rtlla1 subgroup tJ G. We define the Grnthemiieck ring 
functor for r, G rcelutiw trz Y to be the ff.zllowing C-functor A : 8(G) -+sJ$ : for 
each H, AH = a(H, H n Y); TII,K takes fL), L an rH-module, to [I!], where 
l,h’ = L 5+/H rK is the induced module; R’ K 14 
where MH is the restriction of M to Pa: d j! i 
takes [M’f , fif an r&module, to [MH 1 9 
takes It] to [Ml, where LR is the 
M-module made from the rH-nodule L through the isomorphism u f”* gulc.-’ 
(U E ffg). It is necessary to chck the consistency of these definitions. For example, 
we must show that any H f~ Y-split short exact sequence of M-modules isfon- 
verted by induction to K into a K r\ Y-split short exact sequence of rk’-modules. 
This can be done by a modification of the argument used by Lam and Reiner to 
prove 1201 Prop. 2. f . Consistency of IQH, CH ET I is easy to prove. 
Sp&u/ CQSZS. if we take r = C, Y = { 1) we get a G functor isomorphic to the 
character ring functor on G. If r is any algebraically cloY;ed field, Y = f 1) ) then 
A, is isomorphic to the ring of Brauer characters tbf H over r’. For arbitrary r, and 
Y = (7, 44H is the representation algebra of [ 13). For further generalizations, see 
Dress [‘7,8). 
The transfer theorem 1141 Theorem 1, is not a special case of Theorem 2 of this 
paper, because the filtration (oU(H)) used in f 14) in not canonical. at&H) is spanned, 
not by all [LJ for Mfhich 19, is an rH-module induced from some rU_module, UE U , 
but by the direct summands of such modules; evidently CI ,,(H) contains the cano- 
rtical A tl ,If. The “trunsfer of modules” (Theorem 2 of ( 14) ) is, however, deducible 
from a special c3se of our present Theorem 2, by means of Proposition 4.34, see 
$$_s. 
Let A be a G3lgebra over k (see 5 5.5). We define two euhornology ring functws 
for G wifh cwuff&m in A, nsrtnely the foliowing G-functors A, A: d(G) + d, : 
for each N, AH is the ordinary cohomology ring N+(N, A), and AI, is the Tate co- 
homology ring tj*fH, A) ([S] Chapter XII); THPK is the Eckmann transfer 19). 
RR+, the restriction map, and CM d the conjug;ltion map cR, as defined in [S) pp. 
254,255 U_ these are for Tate cohomology, but apply also to ordinary cohomoiogy. 
The same is true of the ftermulae appearing in [S] pp 255 -258, which show that 
our conditions !.E3(a)-(i) hold for A and & ; moreover these are both cohomo- 
bgicst functots ( 5 1 A). For the rest of this par3gr3ph we confine ourselves to the 
functsr A; anafogous results hoId for A. 
A, = Hf(H, A ) has 8 grading, for each W. This grading is preserved by ail the 
maps TH,~ 9 RK,,, tTHvg. Write A:] = @(If. A) (n 3 0). Since “z. AL G A;*+n for 
alf FH, #I> 0, As can be regarded as a k-subalgebra ofAIf. The family (Aj&a 
defines a subfunctar A’ of A, and it is; easy to check that A” is isomorphic to the 
G-functar f(A) defined in 5 5.5 + m 
Rx&. We have only to prove the first quality; the second comes from A0 z f(A). 
Let It E d(G). Then A is Il-projective ~lle+ 1,; E A tt ,(; - 1, E A:’ G = Au is 
Ii-prtljedfcs, since lc; . E AZ and the maps T,,, 6r‘ rcspec t grading. This completes 
the pu3of. 
Theorem 2 gives directly, when applied to the cuhomology ring functors, ?rans- 
fer theorems for uuhamulogy. We took at one special case& Let 0 be a Sytow’psub- 
group of G, for some prime p. Take N r N&& then f = 2)(see Remark 1, $4.2) 
and we have the isomorphism 
Let us alsia ssume that k satisfies the 
Hypothesis 5.32. k is a fietd of characteristic F, or k is a complete local prir cipat 
ides1 damain with maximal ideai m such that k/m has characteristic p.
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By (3.12), every member of X( A) is a p-subgroup of G. Hence A, is {DF -projec- 
tivc, i.e. AD,, = d (;. Similarly A,,, = A,, . T;tking components of fixed degree 
II 2 0 in ( I) we get 
from which D-L. Johnson’s transfer theorem [ I?] is easily deduced. 
WC define the K* funrttrr cur G’ to be the folkwing ~&x~ctor A’ : d(G) -tsf?~ : 
for each N, d iI = K*(J#,{), where B/I is a ctassifying space for H, and AI+ is the 
AtiyaheHirzcbruch functor described in [ I 1. If W G K, we take a classifying space 
B, fur K, then factorize the universal covering KK + BK as I:‘, c* 1:‘## L B,, SO 
Qhat L$., = E& %I’ (space of H-orbits on k’,) is a &tssifying space for H. The map 
f’ : R, --) B, is 3 finite covering, and WC define 7’I K = fb. Rk If = f’!. as in 111. 
Define C’;,,, = c!, where c’ : BHg -+ Blj 
which takes td t-+ mg*’ (U E HK). 
is induced dy the isom&phism !P 4 M 
Atiyah 111 gives 3 connection between the ordinary cohomology ring functor 
for G with cocfficicnts in Z, and the character ring functor On C, which we denote 
A, as in 5.1. This is dune through the intcrmcdiaty of the K* functor A’ on G, and 
it is interesting * to describe the “functorial” part Gc. the easy part!) of the argu- 
mcnt 1 i ] $3 7- I I* which connects A with A‘. 
For each H, A, has the topology defined by iaking as system of neighbourhoads 
of zero the powers ($“),+, of the “augmentation ideal” I,, = f + E AN 1 $( 1) = 0) . 
3 follows from II] Lemma 6.7 that 7’/, -- - ,‘,!!, Ct, r: arc all continuous **, and 
therefore if A, denotes the completion br A,, with re&ect to this topology, they 
Induce maps TH,K, etc. which make A= (A, Ti=, d, MC) a <i-functat in such a way 
that the family of natural mapsd,, + A”, pwvides a sujcct ive morphism A_-+ A 
ofG-functors. By 3.32(a),T(A)-2 x(A;,and sinceZJA)=ti(see $5.1), Ais 
$-projective. It is not hard to see ([ 11 Lxmtna 8.3) that A, fike A, i&-inject&e. 
There is a naturally defined morphism a : A 
A-+ A to give a morphism & : A 
-+ A” which factorizes through 
-+ A’ ( [ I ] $7). Atiyah shows ( 1 I ] $8) that hCh 
is injcctivc Tbr all CEC, and ( f 1) 5 10) that i+ is sujective for all E E ti. Since 
+; maps i cd t0 Ii;, we may apply Curoliary 3.54 to see that aG : k, -+ Ai; is an 
isomurphism --- this is the main part of 111 Theorem 7.2. tt follows that & : A + A’ 
is an is)morphism ot’ Gfunctors. 
A G-algebra ww k (I I Sl $4) is a k-algebra with identity element 1, WI which [FI 
* Lam gives :a very timilar discussion in 1 I H j pp. 1 t 5 - I 16. 
** /.or gencrat n. I$‘,, K IS not contained in lk, but Atiyah’s Lemma 6.7 shows that for given 
nm 2 1, there cxi\ts rf = orbnb 2 I such that 
fi&f,K GC. 
and for eachiEl= { 1, . ..+ n 1 
is a complete deuamposition ofMJf I Proposition 4.34 shows that for each M” in ( 1) 
of vertex LX, there is exactly one Mi,o of vertex D among the Mi i (i E Ih;), the 
other Mjti (i E Kj, i + 0) being all !J)-projective. Ah (Mi,o)G ZE k, (9 (an &projective 
AGmoMe). Finally, if M is D-projective, then ni, - Mi,u is 3 bijective correspon- 
dence between the set of terms of vertex D in ( 1). and the set of terms of vertex D 
in QS), and two such terms M” A$ in ( t ) are isomorphic WmoduIes if and only if 
M”, 0, A&, O are isomorphic k&modu\es *. In particular if,W is itself an indeconqm 
sable k&nodule of vertex D, we may recover from this the module correspondence 
given in [ 141 Theorem 2. 
(Mb) The group algebra A = kG becomes aG-algebra, defining c+8 to be g-‘&g 
(a~d,g~ C). A, is the centrc of A = kG’, and A, (; is spanned as k-module by 
the sums (C> d3f the &clas!!es Ci in G (eh?menEs g, g”are in the same &talss if there 
exists h E H wrth 8 = !&‘h); in particular A G = A $-,C; is spanned by the sums 
(q) of the G-classes (conjugacy classes) Ci of G. 
If k satisfies Hypothesis 5.32 and if the polynomial XIG1 - 1 facto&s finearly 
over k, t’hen each primitive idempotent y of A c; corresponds to a uniquely dcflned 
p.block %$, and a defect group I). of e/ is the same as a defect group of?$ in 
Brauer’s original usage (sec. e.g. I 3 f ). This connection is discussed in ( I5 1. 
For the momknt let A be any G-algebra over k, let D be a fixed /J-subgroup of 
G, and H=&(D). We use the notation of $&4.r w 4.2. Ifk is a fietd, it is easy to 
find k-bases for the ideals which appear in Theorem 2, whenever A is 3 I;‘-alpt.kua 
with a permutation base [ 151 $5, and to show that in this case 4, H f? A?,,:,, = 
A, ,H; so by Remark I of 34.2, the maps t. r, Q are aI1 isomorphis~r. Let :I he the 
set of al1 proper subgroups of D. S&e N = N&))t 3 g $ We may replace X by 3 
in Theorem 2, and we have an isomorphism 
In our case (A = kC, k a field satisfying Hypothesis 5.32) we find that for any 
IlQ(H), A u,Il has as k-basis the set of all the (C> for which {Dj 3 <If II (see f IS) 
gs), ht?nce that AD rr/.4 .3 H has k-basis r(C> + A 3,11(o; “H D ); here ni is tkc c 
“class-defect group;’ of ki, defined up to conjugacy in H as a Sylob~ psubgroup of 
C’(g), g E Ci. We may define similarly ideals tDsH, BdsH in the cerrtre & of the 
H-algebra B = kH; sD,H/Bd,l, has k-basis {(Ch, + &;j H 1 al =H 0) + where (Ci) arc 
the sums of elements in the H-classes of N. Now if an’H-class C’i has class-defect 
group 13, then there is some g E Ci n C’,,(a)? hence C; lies in H. Therefore the set of 
such Ci, coincides with the set of H-classes Cl of H which have c&-defect group D; 
so the inclusion B 4 4 induces an isomorphism af k-algebras, 
Hence we have Ihe isomorphism 
This is equivalent to Brauer’s homomorphism f 3) in the present case; it gives a proof 
of Brauer’s “first main theorem”, because the set of bkxks +%Ji of G with defect group 
D is in bi+ctive correspondence with the set of primitive idempotents of the commu- 
tative aJgebra A
defect group D. 
L4, &I $, c, and hence, by r&’ ’ , with the set of blocks bj of H with 
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5 .ti. Free G-funems 
In this p~~graph we outline a theory of a kind of “relatively free” G-functors. 
We confine ourselves, for simplicity, to functots into the module category I&. 
First we define a @-senr$r~~c~~~r B = (R, R) mw k to be a contravariant functor 
B : d,(G) -Mk, where 6&i) is the category with the urne objects as 3(G), but 
whose morphisms are restricted to the inclusions (H, 1, K) ir; c!(G). Thus to each 
H, B assips a kemodule B,, and to each pair H, K (H G K). R assigns a k-map 
&VP, : 4 I-* 41 in such a way that conditions like 1.83(b) hold. A natural map 
between such C-sernifunctors is called a mwpkisnt u~G-sem~fi~~wtors o *el k; WC get 
then the catqq$$G) of G-scmifurtcttm olzer k. There is a “forgetfui functor” 
from H&;> into 
-4 
)11 g(G)? which takes A :4(G) --+Q. a Gfunctor. to A, : ~506) 
k, namely A regarded as G-semifunctw. We shall define a functclr nCi -+I$ 
which is adjcrint o the for~etf’ul functor. 
summed over g in a (U, FX-’ 
-I 
ofMX , 
for atl fi in t!ID, and Dx G N. 
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The proof of this proposition is omitted. By taking for f3 suitable “free G-z&M- 
functors”, we can make “free G-functors” {IS>. We leave this as an exercise for the 
reader. 
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